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CLUB WELCOME

I welcome everyone to WIN Stadium for our first 
home game of 2022. 

Our communities have experienced hardship with 
the recent floods and ongoing COVID 19 epidemic. 
With this in mind, our club is privileged to be able to 
open the gates for today’s match and only request a 
gold coin donation which will go towards the flood 
appeal. I thank you for your donation and support. 

Being a Wollongong boy and growing up following 
and watching the Wolves, it is with great pride and 
honour that I take on the role of CEO. There is much 
to do but strongly believe the club can achieve its 
goals.

It is no secret that the Illawarra and football 
community is crying out for A-League representation. 
Recent discussions with A-League representatives 
suggest that the only way this will be achieved in this 
region is if they see a united football family which is 
working together. Everyone knows the potential in 
this region. Now it’s time to wake the sleeping giant.

Discussions have already commenced with key 
stakeholders, and it is with great pleasure that we 
welcome members of Football South Coast and the 
Illawarra Stingrays to tonight’s match. 

After two rounds, our first team sits on three points 
after a convincing win against Northbridge Bulls FC 
last Saturday. We are confident of a good attacking 
performance and three points tonight, so please 
show your support and be loud and proud. 

Our under 20’s have started the season undefeated 
and are looking for three wins on the trot. 

Good luck to everyone tonight. I hope you enjoy the 
match and I look forward to seeing you throughout 
the season.

Strebre Delovski 
Chief Executive Officer 
Wollongong Wolves FC
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V SYDNEY FC

Sydney F.C. venture down the M4 road to take on 
Wollongong Wolves in this Round 3 fixture of the 
2022 NPL NSW Mens 1 at WIN Stadium. Since 2017 
with seven matches having been played between 
the two sides, Sydney FC has a goal per game of 
1.57 from eleven goals scored while the Wolves 
have scored twenty-two with a ratio of 3.14. The 
clubs first met in competition in Round 11 2017 with 
Sydney FC winning 2-1 with William Mutch scoring 
two (SFC) together with Patrick Antelmi (WW). This 
match-up should be a stimulating situation at Albert 
Butler Park.   

THE OPPOSITION TODAY - SYDNEY FC 

Coach Jimmy Van Weeren has brought some new 
players to the fold including Ben Gibson and Harry 
Aquilina from Manly United, Zachery Sapsford from 
Hakoah Sydney City East, Northern Tigers’ Kealey 
Adamson, APIA’s Dejan Bakrdanikioski and Alen 
Harbas and Bailey Jacobs from Blacktown City. 
Seven players have departed.

One of the Honours of this Sydney FC team was 
winning the NPL Mens 2 Championship in 2016. 
Coached by Robert Stanton, a former Wolves 
Championship winner as a player, Sydney FC Youth 
defeated Western Sydney Wanderers Youth 4-1 with 
goals by Bai Antoniou, Christopher Arditti, Juan 
Zapata and Charles Lokoli Ngoy. Mitchell Evans, 
Brendan Curtis, Liam McGing, Nicola Kuleski, Daniel 
Araujo, Andrea Agamemnonos, and Matthew Green 
comprised the team together with the goal scorers. 
Sam McIllhatton, Daniel Maskin and Emmanuel 
Gonzalez replaced Antoniou, Agamemnonos and 
Lokoli Ngoy respectively.

In the Rounds 1-17 in the 2021 aborted season Sydney 
FC was in twelfth position from three wins and five 
draws.  The team scored twenty-nine goals with only 
three teams with higher tally. The team conversely 
conceded forty -four with a goal difference of minus 
fifteen. The top scorer was Adrian Segicic with four 
and sixteen players plus an own goal contributed 
to the scoring. The team only neglected to score 
on three occasions which was the second lowest 
amongst all teams. The least impressive defeat 
was 1-5 in Round 13 and the best victory was 5-1 in 
Round 15.  The best sequence without loss was two 
matches in Rounds 3-4 - win and draw and draw, and 
win in Rounds 14-15. The worst losing sequence was 

four, Rounds 8-11. Heward-Belle, Adrian Segicic, 
Harry Van Der Staag, Patrick Wood, Luke Ivanovic 
and Jake Girdwood-Reich were appointees in the 
NSW Team Of The Week at various stages through 
the seventeen rounds. The goal per game ratio was 
1.7 and the win/loss ratio was 0.25.

In the last four seasons (excluding 2021) Sydney FC 
has finished in 11th, 12th, 11th and 5th position. 

THE MATCH-UP  

At the present time, the top scorer for each team is 
Lachlan Scott (WW) and Jaiden Kucharski (SFC0 and 
Zac Sapsford (SFC) with two  goals apiece. Sydney 
FC and the Wolves occupy second  and fourth 
positions on six and three points respectively. Each 
team has scored four goals with Peter Simonoski 
and Zac Sapsford the latest scorers.

The best result for each team against each other is 
6-1 to the Wolves in 2017 and 2-1 to Sydney FC also 
in 2017.  Most goals scored in a single match was 
eight, a 5-3 win to the Wolves in 2021. To date forty-
two goals in total have been scored in eight matches 
with a 5.25 goal per game average.

The previous result was 4-0 to the Wolves over 
Northbridge Bulls and Sydney FC defeated Marconi 
1-0.

PLAYERS TO WATCH

Leroy Jennings (WW) looked likely to score versus 
Northbridge only for the custodian to thwart him on 
three occasions. Being close will help his confidence 
and Sydney FC may feel his sting. He gets himself 
in good scoring positions and he provides goal 
scoring assists when he links up with the strikers. He 
is a pinpoint free kick specialist and has scored goals 
from distance with mighty strikes. 

Clayton Taylor (SFC) provided assists for his strikers 
to convert on two occasions in Round 1 and his 
overall play is impressive. He will endeavour to 
feature this aspect of his play for the benefit of his 
team ongoing and the Wolves will be wary. 

BLAST FROM THE PAST

In 2019 the Wolves line-up at WIN Stadium was 
Justin Pasfield, Taylor McDonald, Nikola Djordjevic, 
Ben Tosi, Chris Price, Thomas James, Takeru Okada, 
Harry Callahan, Nick Littler, James Stojcevski and 

MATCH PREVIEW
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Lachlan Scott. Guy Knight, Bul Juach and Stefan 
Dimoski replaced Tosi, Callahan and Scott. Sydney 
FC comprised of Thomas Heward-Belle, Thomas 
Fay, Patrick Scibio, Harry Van Der Saag, Guiseppe 
Tilio, Ryan Teague, Paolo Bonnanim, Callum Talbot, 
Benjamin Koop, Jake Holliman and Anton Mlinaric. 
Luke Ivanovic, Jaiden Kucharoski and Calem 
Niewenhof. The respective coaches were Luke 
Wilkshire and Jimmy Van Weeren. 

In rainy conditions Heward-Belle tipped a Nick Littler 
header from a James Stojcevski corner kick over with 
a good save.  Not long after, Pasfield was forced into 
a save to deny Holliman from a Koop set up.  Later 
Tilio went wide with his effort following impressive 
work by Teague and Fay. It was six minutes on 
from the half hour that the Wolves edged in front 
through James. The English striker arched his back 
to connect and project his header in from a Callahan 
cut back lifted pass. It was 1-0 at half time. Heward-
Belle in the early part of the second half denied 
Scott and Price and Pasfield thwarted a Tilio effort 
before Okada powered the ball in after a Sydney 
player headed a Stojcevski pass. The ball fell into 
the path of Okada and did the damage.  Callahan 
and McDonald had chances to increase their team’s 
advantage. However, when Scott provided an 
incisive pass to Callahan who was subsequently 
brought down as he burst into the penalty area. 
James took the spot kick but the custodian kept it 
out. However, he could not hold the ball and Scott 
gained possession to ultimately tuck the ball home. 
With six minutes left on the clock, James flicked 
the ball into the goal from a Stojcevski pass. Later, 
substitute Bul Juach hit the post in the final minutes 
and unluckily the ball stayed out. However, the 
Wolves had prevailed in this encounter. Pasfield 
–‘the first half was a bit frustrating because we are 
coming up against a time like that and they are 
boys and are very well structured and hard to break 
down. The intensity was not there in the first half and 
we steeped it up a notch and they came undone.’ 
Coach Luke Wilkshire - ‘I was not happy with the first 
half. We were slow and sloppy and did not execute 
what was required. … But in the end our second half 
was so much better.’

SCORES AND SCORERS FROM THE PREVIOUS 
FIVE LEAGUE MEETINGS

1. 2018. Wollongong Wolves 1 (Peter Simonoski) 
drew with Sydney FC 1 (Hassan Jalloh)

2. 2019 Sydney FC 3 (Jordan Swibel, Marco Tilio, 
Jerry Skodatis) defeated by Wollongong Wolves 4 
(Thomas x2, Lachlan Scott, Nick Littler)

3. 2019. Wollongong Wolves 4 (Thomas James x2, 
Takeru Okada Lachlan Scott) defeated Sydney FC 0

4. 2020. Sydney FC 3 (Patrick Wood x2, Thomas 
Main) defeated by Wollongong Wolves 4 (Josh 
Bingham x2, Thomas James, Takeru Okada)

5. 2021. Sydney FC 3 (Patrick Wood x2, Own Goal) 
defeated by Wollongong Wolves 5 (Marcus Beattie 
x2, Lachlan Scott, Daniel Loe, Lachlan Scott) 

TWO SELECTED GOALKEEPERS FOR SYDNEY FC - 
TIM HEWARD-BELLE and DURO DRAGICEVIC.

Heward-Belle has been the custodian for the team 
since joining the Mens 1 competition in 2017 and 
at time been called upon in the A-League side. He 
has made thirty-nine appearances for the NPL side. 
He played a couple of A-League games with Central 
Coast Mariners in 2015/16 season was then in the 
CCM Academy side making sixteen appearances in 
2016. He has made his presence felt in the Mens 1 
competition. 

Dragicevic played against the Wolves in Round 14 
in 2018 and was back up custodian to Heward-Bell 
for several seasons at Sydney FC. In 2019 he went 
Gold Coast United for two seasons before moving 
to Brisbane City FC in 2021. In the Wolves match, he 
made some telling saves, coming off his line quickly 
top defuse attacks and went down to keep the ball 
out. 

THREE SELECTED GOALKEEPERS FOR HAYDEN 
DUROSE, TOM HAMILTON and GEORGE 
BOUHOUTSOS. 

Durose is the incumbent custodian at the Wolves 
in seasons 2020, 2021 and 2022. In the 2021, 
he saved a couple of failed attempts at penalty 
conversions to keep his team in the hunt. He began 
his first grade appearances in 2011 with one start 
and one off the bench. In the 2011 cup versus 
Bankstown –‘I did my best and the boys fought well, 
I had to my job as well as they did. I was pleased with 
how I played and it was full debut for the Wolves.’ 
He was mentioned in the NSW Team of the Week 
in 2021 on three occasions for his consistent and 
impressive performances. Following the 2021 
Round 5 Northbridge Bulls last minute defeat, a 
match in which he enacted a penalty save he stated 
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– ‘It was good to be able to help the lads out.  I just 
had a feeling really that he would go that way. I stuck 
to it and it paid off….We lost a bit of concentration 
and fatigue and that left that man unmarked and 
unfortunately with that last cross it went in.’ In 2022 
he made the ‘Team Of The Week’ in Round 1 after his 
top line performance.

Hamilton began his firsts career in 2012 making 
a Cup appearance. Three league and one-cup 
appearance followed in 2012 by ten league and four 
cup games with three starts and one off the bench 
in 2013. 2015 saw him playing two league and four 
cup games.

Three seasons was the tally for Bouhoutsos for the 
Wolves in 1989, 19989/90 and 1990/91 seasons for 
a total of thirty-three appearances. His debut was in 
Round 15 versus Blacktown City and a clean sheet 
was achieved.

SELECTED REPRESENTATIVE OF BOTH CLUBS - 
ROBBIE MIDDLEBY and HAMISH LAMBERTON.

Midfielder Middleby played for the Wolves in two 
stints from 1994/95 seasons to the 1995/96 seasons 
and again in the 2001/02 season amassing fifty-four 
appearances, which includes six as a replacement. 
He scored three goals in all with his initial one in the 
1994/95 season in Round 5 versus West Adelaide. 
With Sydney FC, he played from 2005-09 making 
sixty-seven appearances over four seasons with a 
further three goal haul. His first for Sydney was in 

Round 2 in the 2005/06 season with a headed goal 
in the 90th minute.

Lamberton was a Wolves player who was besieged 
by injury during 2020 and has certainly made up 
for lost time in 2021. “It was a very long year.’  In 
2021, he has made seven appearances in the team 
with one goal. He scored in the Mount Druitt Town 
Rangers match, which was his first goal for the club, 
and first in this game. Lachlan Scott had worked 
his way down the left leaving a Mt Druitt defender 
in his wake. Meanwhile Lamberton was running 
forward at the same time and received Scott’s pass. 
With cool composure he slotted the ball beyond the 
attending custodian three minutes following the 
half time resumption of play. ‘It was first goal for the 
club and it was a long time waiting and I couldn’t be 
happier.’ However, he has since left the club in the 
transfer window. He since departed the club, and 
not seeing out the seventeen round 2021 season. 
With Sydney FC he played six games in 2018 and 
seventeen in 2019 with a four-goal haul. He scored 
his first goal in Round 5 in the sixty-fourth minute 
versus Mt Druitt Town Rangers, being selected in 
the ‘Team Of the Week’ as a consequence of his 
impressive performance. 

By Malcolm Rowney

(Coach and player comments were originally published in 
the correspondingly match reports by the writer following his 
interviews)

OFFICIAL MATCH BALL OF NPL NSW

PURCHASE FROM:
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BRING IT ON HOME

Even though the 2021 NSW NPL Mens 1 Season 
was curtailed by the pandemic at Round 17 with the 
season summarily being aborted, there were many 
exciting goals that were achieved and should not be 
cast into oblivion. Following are the scorers and the 
circumstances behind these achievements. From 
Goal 24 onwards, these particular goals did count 
in the FFA Cup.   

GOAL 1 – TAYLOR McDONALD v MANLY UNITED 
in Round 2 at WIN Stadium, Wollongong.

Fellow defender Darcy Madden put a high ball over 
the top to his left into the penalty area. McDonald 
had made forward progress and was in the right 
spot to bring the ball down skillfully with one touch 
as the advancing keeper attempted to grasp. Three 
defenders in the vicinity did not react as quickly as 
McDonald. With his second touch slotted the ball 
home for the team’s first strike of the season.

GOAL 2 - HAMISH LAMBERTON v MOUNT 
DRUITT TOWN RANGERS in Round 3 at Albert 
Butler Memorial Park, Kemblawarra

Lachlan Scott worked his way down the left corridor 
eluding a defender on the way. Lamberton had 
burst into the centre of the penalty and had spied 
his run.  The captain played an inch perfect ball to 
Lamberton whose left footed shot flew into the goal 
three minutes following the second half start. This 
was his debut club goal.

GOAL 3 - DARCY MADDEN v MOUNT DRUITT 
TOWN RANGERS in Round 3 at Albert Butler 
Memorial Park, Kemblawarra

A Leroy Jennings corner set things into motion. The 
ball headed out by the Town Ranger’s defence only 
as far as Hamish Lamberton. He hit back towards the 
goal only for the custodian to save but not grasp. 
The ball went straight to Madden. He subsequently 
slotted home.  

GOAL 4  - LACHLAN SCOTT v MOUNT DRUITT 
TOWN RANGERS in Round 3 at Albert Butler 
Memorial Park, Kemblawarra

A Fletcher McFarlane pass was pushed to the right 
for Taylor McDonald to run onto. McDonald took a 
few steps before sending the ball into the middle. 
Scott latched onto the ball and with his first time 

touch, he left footed the ball to lodge into the goal. 

GOAL 5 - DARCY MADDEN v MARCONI in Round 
6 at Marconi Stadium

A short corner kick was taken with the ball being 
pushed into the box from the right side. One 
Wolves player feigned, allowing Madden to be the 
recipient.  In the ensuing play he scored with a first 
time diagonal shot entering the goal to take Marconi 
unaware. The custodian got a touch but could not 
prevent the ball from entering his domain.

 GOAL 6 - STEFAN DIMOSKI v MARCONI in 
Round 6 at Marconi Stadium

Evan Ball the left sided defender produced a cross 
that the Marconi defence could not deal with 
adequately enough. The ball ran out and with a 
Marconi defender and Dimoski both vying for the 
ball outside the penalty area.  He however won out 
to power the ball home from the edge of the box to 
earn his side a share of the spoils.

GOAL 7  – LACHLAN SCOTT v SYDNEY OLYMPIC 
in Round 4 at Belmore Oval.  Re-Scheduled 
match.

An Olympic defender enacted a handball on twenty 
minutes. The spot kick was taken by Scott and he 
drilled it straight down the middle of the goal with 
the Olympic ’keeper diving to his left.  

GOAL 8  - LACHLAN SCOTT v APIA in Round 9 at 
Lambert Park, Leichhardt

Scott made a run after Leroy Jennings had produced 
a long precise pass. He moved into the box in 
between two chasing defenders. Scott stumbled a 
little under the physical challenge but regained his 
footing. The custodian came off his line to where 
Scott was positioned. Scott eluded him by moving 
to his left before shooting with his left foot. The ball 
flew into the goal with one of his chasers trying in 
vain to keep the ball out.

GOAL 9 - MARCUS BEATTIE v SYDNEY FC in 
Round 10 at Ilinden Sports Ground, Rockdale 

A corner kick from the left went to Darcy Madden 
and with a defender in tow projected a powerful 
header that went in on target. Close to the line 
Beattie was on hand to head the ball into Sydney FC 

FEATURE STORY
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domain as the custodian tried valiantly to prevent 
Beattie’s effort. 

GOAL 10 - NAV DARJANI v SYDNEY FC in Round 
10 at Ilinden Sports Ground, Rockdale 

The Wolves attacked with Lachlan Scott picking up 
an errant Sydney FC pass, before placing a good 
pass to Darjani forward and to the right.  Darjani 
took the ball with a skilful turn and progressed into 
the box.  He immediately produced a good shot that 
beat the custodian with the ball lodging high into 
the goal. This was his first club goal.

GOAL 11 - LACHLAN SCOTT v SYDNEY FC in 
Round 10 at Ilinden Sports Ground, Rockdale 

Nav Darjani pressurized a Sydney FC player before 
getting a foot in to get the ball to Scott. With the ball 
bouncing a little Marcus Beattie was close at hand 
and put the defence in two minds.  Scott veered to 
his left to give himself some space before opening 
up and providing a left footed shot that flew into the 
goal.

GOAL 12 - DANIEL LOE v SYDNEY FC in Round 10 
at Ilinden Sports Ground, Rockdale

A corner kick emanated from the right side and the 
kicker swung it in with the left foot. In the box, on the 
right side, Loe got his head to the ball in a challenge 
with a marker, with the ball zooming into the goal for 
his initial goal for the club.

GOAL 13 - MARCUS BEATTIE v SYDNEY FC in 
Round 10 at Ilinden Sports Ground, Rockdale

On the right Daniel Loe laid a pass off for Nav 
Darjani.  He immediately produced a high cross that 
traversed to the far post. Beattie got in just before a 
defender as he crouched to squeeze his header into 
the goal to bring up his brace.   

GOAL 14 - LEROY JENNINGS v SUTHERLAND 
SHARKS in Round 11   at Albert Butler Park 

A free kick was awarded about thirty metres out 
and Jennings shaped for the kick. With a five step 
run up, Jennings hit the ball with his right foot. His 
stunning effort flew into the top left corner (from the 
opposition point of view) of the Sharks’ goal. 

GOAL 15 - LEROY JENNINGS v SUTHERLAND 

SHARKS in Round 11   at Albert Butler Park 

From the edge of the box Liam Wille pushed a pass 
to Jennings whop was on the right side close to the 
penalty arc. He took a touch to steady himself before 
unfurling his powerful shot, which lodged into the 
top corner of the goal to achieve his brace in the 
seventy-second minute.

GOAL 16 - LEROY JENNINGS v SUTHERLAND 
SHARKS in Round 11 at Albert Butler Park 

Jennings got a pass away to Lachlan Scott. He 
showed deft skill to hold the ball before his clever 
back heel allowed Jennings to scamper through and 
produced a top shot between the custodian and 
the post for a much rewarded treble. ‘I was lucky 
enough to score the goals.’

GOAL 17 - LACHLAN SCOTT v ROCKDALE 
ILINDEN in Round 12 at Albert Butler Park 

After Liam Wille had brought the ball up field, 
a Lachlan Scott through ball   was picked up by 
Jennings. He, in turn, burst into the box with the 
Rockdale custodian venturing out. With this action, 
he managed to impede Jennings. A penalty kick 
ensued. Scott took the spot kick and summarily 
buried it.

GOAL 18 - LEROY JENNINGS v MANLY UNITED in 
Round 13   at Cromer Park, Dee Why. 

Marcus Beattie lifted the ball over his head on the 
right to play Lachlan Scott in from behind. He passed 
inward to Jennings who met the ball in the penalty 
arc. He took a few touches down the middle as a 
defender and the custodian converged. However, 
Jennings won out as he belted the ball to bulge the 
back net of the goal at mid height.  This occurred 
thirteen minutes in. 

GOAL 19 - LIAM WILLE v MANLY UNITED in 
Round 13 at Cromer Park, Dee Why. 

The ball went up for Wille and he slipped a pass to 
Leroy Jennings as he steamed forward. Jennings 
moved quickly into the penalty area drawing three 
markers with him. Before long, he cut back the ball 
to Wille, who was positioned to his right. Wille 
hammered home a left footed shot that nestled 
inside the far post for the winning goal.
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GOAL 20  - LACHLAN SCOTT v SYDNEY OLYMPIC 
in Round 15 at Albert Butler Park 

A lifted Leroy Jennings ball was spilled by the 
Olympic ’keeper. The ball bounced once before 
Scott rifled the ball home on fifteen minutes.

GOAL 21 - LEROY JENNINGS v NORTHBRIDGE 
BULLS in Round 16 at Sydney United Sports 
Centre, Edensor Park. 

A long ball down the right allowed Lachlan Scott to 
beat the offside and gain possession. He pushed the 
ball inward to Jennings as he arrived a metre or so 
from the corner of the penalty area right side.  His 
first shot zoomed into the as he swept the ball with 
his right foot. The ball entered the goal inside the far 
post, (the custodian’s right post).

GOAL 22 - LEROY JENNINGS v NORTHBRIDGE 
BULLS in Round 16 at Sydney United Sports 
Centre, Edensor Park.

Lachlan Scott released Jennings with the outside 
of his right foot from his position on the edge of 
the box to the right of centre. Jennings moved just 
shy of the goal area line before shooting. The ball 
squeezed in between the legs custodian at the near 
post for Jennings to attain a brace. 

GOAL 23 - STEFAN DIMOSKI v NORTHBRIDGE 
BULLS in Round 16 at Sydney United Sports 
Centre, Edensor Park.

A free kick was awarded outside the penalty area 
on the right. Leroy Jennings took it curling and 
directing the ball to the far post. Dimoski made a run 
from outside the penalty area and rose above the 
gathered throng of players to head the ball into the 
goal from the corner of the goal area.

GOAL 24 - PETER SIMONOSKI v MOUNT DRUITT 
TOWN RANGERS in FFA CUP ROUND OF 32 at 
Popondetta Park. 

The Rangers’ custodian parried a Leroy Jennings 
shot with Simonoski charging in the push the loose 
ball into the goal from very close vicinity in the forty-
five plus four minutes mark.

GOAL 25 – BILAL BELKADI v MOUNT DRUITT 
TOWN RANGERS IN FFA CUP ROUND OF 32 at 
Popondetta Park.

The ball from left to right with Joshua Macdonald 
slightly angled the ball back   to Marcus Beattie 

who was just inside the penalty arc. He twisted and 
turned before in turn pushed to pass to his right for 
Lachlan Scott. Scott beached the Rangers defence 
before slipping the ball forward for defender 
Belkadi who had arrived up front. On receipt of 
the ball, Belkadi took a couple of touches before 
his ensuing left footed shot from the centre of the 
box flew into the goal, giving the shot stopper little 
chance of thwarting, two minutes following the re-
start after half time. 

GOAL 25 - LACHLAN SCOTT v MOUNT DRUITT 
TOWN RANGERS IN FFA CUP ROUND OF 32 at 
Popondetta Park.

With Leroy Jennings holding up the ball and drawing 
defenders while inside the penalty arc, he slipped 
the ball to his left to Lachlan Scott. His low left footed 
shot went to the left of the diving custodian to post 
his team’s third goal 

GOAL 26 - LACHLAN SCOTT v CENTRAL COAST 
MARINERS IN FFA CUP ROUND OF 16 at WIN 
Stadium.

This was another first for Lachlan Scott as he scored 
the first goal for the club in this round of the FFA Cup 
competition. A free kick was launched from the left 
side with central defender Nick Littler going for the 
ball with the custodian, Mark Birighitti punching 
out. As he did so, he and Littler collided in the 
foolow through. The custodian took exception and 
instigated violent conduct which saw him summarily 
dismissed with a penalty kick subsequently 
awarded. Scott stepped up to the spot to dispatch 
the ball with his right foot to the left side of the goal 
as the substitute custodian, Yaren Sozer dived the 
opposite way. This occurred in the twenty-third 
minute and the Wolves kept the lead for a further 
forty-one minutes.    

by Malcolm Rowney

(Player quotes were taken from interviews taken by the writer for 
inclusion in match reports at the time.) 
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Two Japanese players and two others are the new 
boys for the 2022 season Mens 1 Premier League, 
a season which hopefully will complete twenty-
two rounds after the two previous seasons were 
shortened and aborted due to the Covid pandemic.  
Four other signings are new also, but these players 
have turned out for the club in previous seasons.  
However, all these players are new to play for 
the Wolves in the NSW Mens 1 NPL even though 
a number made appearances in the Sydney FC 
Friendly and in the FFA Cup versus Central Coast 
Mariners played late in 2021.

BANRI KANAIZUMI

Former Rockdale Ilinden defender who played in 
Japan with Tiamo Hirakata, a club in Osaka prior, 
played seventeen times for Rockdale in 2021. As a 
defender, He is composed on the ball with precision 
passing and reads the play well. He made his debut 
with the Wolves in the Sydney FC friendly and 
played in the Cup match. His Mens 1 debut for the 
club was in Round 1 in 2022.   

KUOT MALIET

Maliet previously played for Blacktown Spartans, 
Bonnyrigg White Eagles Sutherland Sharks in the 
youth grades. However, he did play an FFA Cup 
match with the Spartans and scored on his debut 
at this level.  In the matches that he has played 
for the Wolves, his speed on the ball has caused 
consternation in the opposition defences. He is 
sharp with his shooting and has a good first touch 
and it won’t be long until he goals for his new club.  
His Wolves’ debut was in 2022 Round 1.  

TAKUMU TSUJIMURA 

Attacking midfield player Tsujimura has signed for 
the Wolves after leaving Mt Druitt Town Rangers. He 
had originally come to the Rangers from Tarrawanna 
in the IPL.  In 2021, for the Town Rangers, he played 
fifteen times, scoring twice, with goals being 
achieved against Marconi Stallions and Northbridge 
Bulls in Rounds 9 and 11. He is an industrious 
midfielder with a high work rate and attacks at will. 
His debut was versus Sydney FC and his Mens 1 
debut was in Round 2, 2022. 

SENNA STEVENSON 

Stevenson formerly played for Sydney Olympic and 
Sutherland Sharks in youth teams and played for the 
Wolves in the Under 20s in 2021. He is a midfielder 
who played his initial game in Round 1 away against 
Sydney United 58. He showed enterprise on the 
field and showed his style of play to good effect in 
the midfield against the strong Sydney United team. 
He gained experience playing against Sydney FC in 
2021. 

These following players are new to the team in 2022 
but all have had prior stints in the red and white. 

GUY KNIGHT

A former captain who last played in the 2020 season 
and has been at Bulli in between is back to show 
his guile and impose himself on the play from the 
midfield. His form in the two seasons that he played 
was second to none. He is now the 2022 captain. 
He was unavailable against the two A-League clubs 
but was there in spirit.  He has made his good 
impression in the two 2022 Mens 1 rounds to date.     

NICK LITTLER

From a season with Bulli in the IPL in 2021, Littler is 
back to anchor the defence with his consummate 
defensive capabilities since leaving in 2020 and will 
renew his partnership with Nikola Djordjevic which 
conquered all in 2019. He is a consummate and 
very experienced central defender with effective 
tackling. He plays out from the back with ease and 
his long passes are generally well directed. He 
is safe. He played against the Sydney FC and the 
Mariners late last year. He has scored seven league 
goals and one-cup goal for the Wolves. His debut 
Wolves’ goal was a cup goal in 2010.    

JOSH MACDONALD

Former Central Coast Mariners, Sydney United 
and Wollongong Olympic wide attacking player 
Macdonald is back with the club since his last season 
in 2017. The ball-playing striker scored three goals 
in his 2016 and 2017 stints and has already added to 
this with a goal against Northbridge Bulls in Round, 
2022. He will be eager to add a few more. 

NEW BOYS IN TOWN

FEATURE STORY
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PETER SIMONOSKI 

From Sutherland Sharks, striker Simonoski has 
returned for his first Mens season since leaving 
following the conclusion to the 2018 season after 
he scored a hat trick in the final Marconi game. He 
is consummate striker who knows where the goal is. 
He was on the scorer’s list in Round 2. He also played 

in the two matches against A-League opposition in 
October and December. He has previously scored 
forty-two league goals with a further eight in cup 
competitions and his debut goal was in 2009. 

These players will strengthen the side and will stiffen 
the resolve that was in evidence in previous seasons. 

By Malcolm Rowney
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING JUNIOR FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT

SPONSORS
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Players through their deeds and performance 
are selected in the NSW NPL Mens 1 ‘Team Of 
The Week’. These are those players from the 
Wollongong Wolves who have impressed.

ROUND 2 -TAYLOR McDONALD v Manly United 
at WIN Stadium, Wollongong.

McDonald began the season where he left off in 
2020 with a NSW state jumper and good form.  In 
this match he scored a very late goal to earn his team 
a share of the points. Darcy Madden had flighted 
the ball into the box. McDonald was there to gain 
control before coolly under pressure pushing 
the ball home past the despairing custodian. In 
addition, McDonald was a tower of strength in 
defence and made numerous forays up and down 
the right corridor aiding and abetting his teammates 
as they built up their attacking options. He is strong 
in the air and shows great anticipation with his 
timely interceptions.  

ROUND 3 - LACHLAN SCOTT v Mount Druitt 
Town Rangers at Albert Butler Memorial Park, 
Kemblawarra. 

As captain of the team, Scott leads by example and 
as well as garnering a goal in this fixture, he assisted 
in another.  He scored in the seventy-first minute 
when his first time shot flew into the goal inside the 
near post.  Fletcher McFarlane had slotted the ball 
to his right for Taylor McDonald. He in turn lifted the 
ball into the middle after taking a few steps. Scott 
met the ball and chalked up his first strike of 2021. 
For his earlier assist, Scott progressed down the left 
eluding a defender with deft skill before sending the 
across to Hamish Lamberton who duly converted. 
Scott runs at the defence to cause uncertainty and 
consternation and is always in motion. He never 
shirks his defensive role and he has good vision and 
anticipation. 

ROUND 5 - HAYDEN DUROSE v Northbridge 
Bulls at WIN Stadium, Wollongong.

Custodian Durose was in fine fettle between the 
goal posts as he repelled the opposition time after 
time until they sneaked one late. He saved a penalty 
kick with great precision, going the correct way 
and palming the ball away to safety. He scrambled 
well, getting the ball off the line a couple of times 

and made a number of top line saves. Despite the 
defeat, Durose was a shining light for the team.

ROUND 6 - DARCY MADDEN v Marconi Stallions 
at Marconi Stadium,  

Now central defender and captain, Madden was 
a tower of strength at the back for his team and in 
attack.  He scored a goal to pull one back to bring 
hope and morale back into the squad who were 
down at the time.  A short corner was taken with 
the ball being met By Madden inside the box to the 
right of centre. He swept the ball into the goal with 
a grasp by the custodian failing to keep the ball out 
of his domain. Later, he was up for a corner kick and 
projected his header forward to keep the pressure 
on the Marconi defence. 

ROUND 7 - TAYLOR McDONALD v SYDNEY 
UNITED 58 at Sydney United Sports Centre, 
Edensor Park.

Shining out for his team in a scoreless draw, 
McDonald’s consummate crossing gave the team’s 
up front players opportunities to have strikes to 
change the scoreboard. He provided an enticing 
cross into the penalty area for a Lachlan Scott shot 
early on, and later gave Van Elia an occasion to 
chance a header that went directly to the United 
custodian. McDonald surged down the right on 
many occasions attempting the set his team alight.

ROUND 9 - HAYDEN DUROSE v APIA 
LEICHHARDT at Lambert Park, Leichhardt. 

The custodian was continuing his fine form when 
he was called into action in the very first minute of 
play in this encounter after a seemingly innocuous 
tackle led to an awarding of a penalty kick. Durose, 
who had saved a spot kick earlier in the campaign, 
was facing the first penalty since. He waved his 
arms around as the kicker was readying himself, 
before the kicker projected the ball to the left 
side of Durose. However, the goalkeeper dived 
the correct way to push the ball further to the left. 
Immediately, the ball was sent back in and Durose 
showed his mettle with another top notch effort to 
push the ball over the bar. Durose denied a number 
of APIA’s attacking options from entering his domain 
with a steely performance blocking, and athletically 
moving to stifle, as an impressive custodian should. 

THE WAY THEY PLAY - 2021

FEATURE STORY
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ROUND 10 - NAV DARJANI v SYDNEY FC at 
Ilinden Sports Ground Rockdale. 

In this match Darjani was impressive with his ball 
distribution and his go to style. He is sound in 
winning tackles and scored his initial goal for the 
club in the thirty-sixth minute. Lachlan Scott had 
played a pass to Darjani and he blasted the ball into 
the top of the goal. Another ace in his armory are the 
enticing corner kicks that he sends in.

ROUND 11 – LEROY JENNINGS v SUTHERLAND 
SHARKS at Albert Butler Park, Kemblawarra.  

Jennings was deadly on goal with his treble strike. 
His first for the club and second for the match was 
a free kick about thirty metres straight out from the 
Sutherland domain. He let fly and the ball zoomed 
in on target, lodging in the right side of goal (from 
Jennings viewpoint). For his second, Liam Wille 
slotted the ball back to Jennings positioned on the 
edge of the penalty area. He took a touch before 
dispatching the ball with power and direction 
high into the top right corner.  Jennings began 
the quick movement with a pass to Lachlan Scott.  
In the centre dragging a defender with him, he 
audaciously produced a strong back heel that found 
the rampaging Jennings.   He attained a hat trick by 
pushing the ball in between the right goal post and 
the custodian. 

Besides the goal scoring, Jennings was impressive in 
all his play. Defence splitting passing, intercepting 
play, running at the opposition when in possession 
all contributed to his performance. 

ROUND 11 - BRENDAN GRIFFIN v SUTHERLAND 
SHARKS at Albert Butler Park, Kemblawarra.  

Midfielder Griffin was part of the Wolves’ engine 
room.  His high energy work rate was second to 
none, adding to the team’s dynamics with his 
interceptive and ball winning action, his passing 
vision, his setting up of attacking forays and his 
running of angles with the ball at his feet. 

ROUND 13 – LEROY JENNINGS v MANLY UNITED 
at Cromer Park, Dee Why.

Jennings was a thorn in the side of Manly United with 
his forward runs and shots on target together with 
his acute passing to set up supports. He scored in 

the thirteenth minute with a curling shot that eluded 
the custodian for the team’s initial goal. Later he 
provided the assist to set up Liam Wille’s first goal 
for the club. 

ROUND 13 – HAYDEN DUROSE v MANLY UNITED 
at Cromer Park, Dee Why.

Custodian Durose saved his third penalty of the 
season in this match to deny the spot kicker with 
his eye on the ball and his distribution from the 
between the sticks was first class. His display 
was consummate with his reading of the game, 
smothering a Manly effort early on by diving at the 
feet of the attacker.  He took high and low shots with 
the requisite skill and precision to keep his domain 
mostly intact and safe, though he could not prevent 
the follow up shot from his penalty save. He was 
impressive to say the least.

ROUND 17 - LEROY JENNINGS v NORTHBRIDGE 
BULLS at SYDNEY UNITED SPORTS CENTRE, 
Edensor Park

Being a free kick specialist of a high order, this one of 
Jennings’ skills shone out in this match. His pinpoint 
free kick from outside the penalty area to the right of 
centre was swung to the far post in the eighty-ninth 
minute. Stefan Dimoski ran in and rose to meet and 
subsequently score. Jennings’ work rate is high with 
his off and on the ball running, his passing is true and 
he wins his share of tackles. 

He scored a brace in this match and this is the 
second occasion that he has been a multiple scorer 
in a single match this season. His well-taken goals 
in the fifth and forty-seventh minutes went along 
way to keep his team in the match. From the edge 
of the box, his right-footed effort was curled into 
the goal for his first. He slotted the ball between 
the custodian’s legs as he attempted to secure his 
domain, to achieve his brace.   

GOAL OF THE WEEK 

ROUND 11 NOMINATION AND WINNER - LEROY 
JENNINGS v SUTHERLAND SHARKS at Albert 
Butler Park, Kemblawarra.  

Leroy Jennings’ free kick conversion from 
approximately thirty metres directly out from the 
target was adjudged the ‘Goal Of The Week’ Round 
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11.  With a Sutherland defensive wall in the penalty 
area arc, Jennings dispatched the ball with his right 
foot following his five step run up. The ball was 
perfectly delivered. It cleared the wall and dipped 
slightly as it evaded the diving custodian, lodging 
into the custodian’s left side of the goal for a wonder 
strike and one to savor. 

ROUND 16 NOMINATION – LEROY JENNINGS v 
NORTHBRIDGE BULLS at Sydney United Sports 
Ground, Edensor Park 

A cut back pass by Lachlan Scott allowed Jennings 
to produce a first timed sweeping shot that flew into 
the goal from his position on the right side edge of 
the penalty area.

By Malcolm Rowney
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PAUL MARINER

Paul Mariner, Ipswich Town striker and legend, an 
English international and in addition a Wollongong 
Wolves guest player, passed away in England on July 
9, 2021 at the age of 68 from brain cancer. 

As an international player with the Three Lions, 
Mariner appeared thirty-five times from 1977 to 
1985 and tallied thirteen goals for his country. 
He played at the 1982 World Cup and was in the 
Ipswich Town team, which won the FA Cup in 1978 
and UEFA Cup in 1981. With this club, he played 
three hundred and thirty-nine times scoring one 
hundred and thirty-nine goals with a goal per 
game ratio of 0.41. Other clubs he turned out with 
include Plymouth Argyle  (before Ipswich), Arsenal 
and Portsmouth (post Ipswich).  At Plymouth his 
record was sixty-one goals from one hundred and 
fifty-five appearances. In addition, he scored in the 
World Cup in Spain in 1982 when England defeated 
France 3-1. Previously in the final qualifying World 
Cup match against Hungary, he scored to secure 
England’s qualification. He also went close to 
scoring in the FA Cup final when his powerful shot 
struck the Arsenal goal frame. 

Another goal for Ipswich was in the two-legged 
UEFA Cup final versus Holland’s AZ Alkmaar at 
Portman Road. It was the third of his team’s three 
goals. Alan Brazil (also a Wollongong Wolves guest 
player in the same year) crossed with the outside of 
his left foot from the left side. Mariner met the ball, 
guiding it slickly into the goal. Ipswich went on to 
win the Cup 5-4 on aggregate. Mariner and Brazil 
had a unique and truly successful partnership at 
Ipswich Town, which went along way to assist this 
top-notch team and the best team in the Ipswich 
Town history.  

Club benefactor Harry Michaels brought Mariner to 
the Wolves in 1988. He subsequently played only 
two games in the red and white, at home at Brandon 
Park on the 9th May against Sydney United in Round 
14 and away to Preston at Connor Reserve on 16th 
May in Round 15. Unfortunately he could not get on 
the scoresheet as the team lost 3-0 when a crowd of 
4755 turned up to watch Mariner. In the subsequent 
fixture, the team posted a 1-1 draw. He later played 
with Albany Capitals and San Francisco Bay to 
conclude his playing career from 1989 to 1993. 

Following retirement from playing, Mariner 
coached in Japan, and in America with New England 
Revolution as an assistant coach to former Liverpool 
and Scotland defender Steve Nicol. He returned 
in England with Plymouth Argyle. Following this 
stint he was back in North America in the MSL with 
Toronto FC and followed into punditry on television, 
in both the USA and the UK.  

Mariner as a player was composed and strong with 
a powerful presence when in the air for headers or 
on the ground. He had skill, flair and pace to use 
against defenders in equal measure to showcase his 
great ability.

One of his final acts was watching from his hospital 
bed watching the European Championship matches 
decked out in his England shirt with his family in 
attendance.  

VALE PAUL MARINER

By Malcolm Rowney

VALE



*TEAM LISTINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

Referee: 
Assistant Referees: 

Fourth Official: 

Adrian Arndt 
Joon Park and Harrison Fisher 
Jake Rose

1ST GRADE TEAM LISTS

2 Daniel Goni
3 Darcy Madden
4 Nikola Djordjevic
5 Banri Kanaizumi
6 Senna Stevenson
8 Brendan Griffin
9 Peter Simonoski
10 Takumu Tsujimura
11 Josh Macdonald
12 Harrison Taranto
13 Tomas Butkovic
14 Nicholas Duarte
15 Nick Littler
16 Guy Knight
17 James Stojcevski
18 Evan Ball
19 Jake Lavalle
20 Kuot Maliet
21 Jacob Madden
22 Leroy Jennings
24 Lachlan Scott
25 Nav Darjani

Coach: Luke Wilkshire
Assistant Coach: Matheus Scapin
Senior Managers: Chris Keller and Mark 
Wilkshire
Equipment Manager: Egor Dolgopolov
GK Coach: John Krajnovic

1 Harry Aquilina
2 Cameron Fong
3 Aaron Gurd
4 Nathan Grimaldi
5 Kai Kamikura
6 Corey Hollman
7 Aidan Simmons
8 Kealey Adamson
9 Ben Gibson
10 Jaiden Kucharski
11 Adrian Segecic
12 Jake Girdwood-Reich
13 Clayton  Taylor 
14 Zac Sapsford
17 Jayden Trenkoski
18 Oscar Priestman
19 Joseph Calusic
21 Patrick Yazbek
22 Patrick Wood
23 Callum Talbot
24 Calem Nieuwenhof
30 Adam Pavlesic

Head Coach: Jimmy Van Weeren
Assistant Coach: Howard Fondyke
Goalkeeper Coach: David Plowright
Strength and Conditioning Coach: 
Matthew Said
Physiotherapist: Jeremy Abood
Team Manager: Jarek Pachloski
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1ST GRADE LADDER

POS TEAM P W D L FF F A GD PTS

1 APIA Leichhardt FC 2 2 0 0 0 6 3 3 6

2 Blacktown City FC 2 2 0 0 0 5 2 3 6

3 Sydney FC 2 2 0 0 0 4 2 2 6

4 Sydney United 58 FC 2 2 0 0 0 4 2 2 6

5 Wollongong Wolves FC 2 1 0 1 0 4 1 3 3

6 Marconi Stallions FC 2 1 0 1 0 3 3 0 3

7 Manly United FC 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 3

8 Rockdale Ilinden FC 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 -1 1

9 Sydney Olympic FC 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 -1 1

10 Sutherland Sharks FC 2 0 0 2 0 4 6 -2 0

11 Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC 2 0 0 2 0 5 9 -4 0

12 Northbridge Bulls FC 2 0 0 2 0 2 7 -5 0
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CDN has launched its new CloudVue Digital Asset 
Management System that offers real world value 
for a range of industries to take them to the Cloud.  

With Cloudvue:

•  Your business will save time and money as quality control of 
administration and documentation becomes more effective 
and efficient. 

•   Collaboration becomes simple with quick and easy 
exchanges of information between colleagues

•  Specific client portals are accessible with the permissions 
system

•  Access includes flexibility and mobility from mobile devices as 
well as computers

•  Your data is backed up for disaster recovery 

•  Your data is secure on Australian servers 

With features that include Version Control and Templates, 
as well as enhanced Data Control and User Management 
capabilities, CloudVue is able to offer an organisation the best 
aspects of multiple software classes, from EDRMS to CMS, as 
well as CRM and many others! 

FOR MORE INFORMATION,  
CONTACT THE TEAM ON SALES@CDN.COM.AU!
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WOLLONGONG WOLVES – 2021 SEASON OVERVIEW

ROUNDS 1 to ROUND 17  
NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE NSW MENS 1

Finishing Position -7th 

Win/Loss/Draw Record - 6 wins 4 draws 4 defeats

Total No. Of Goals Scored - 23

Total No. Of Goals Conceded -33 

Biggest Win - 3-0 

Biggest Loss – 0-5   

No. Of Home Wins - 2

No. Of Home Losses - 4

No. Of Away Wins - 4 

No. Of Away Losses - 3  

No. Of Nil Score Games - 6

Most Goals scored in a single Match - 5

No. Of Goals Scored In The First Half Of Season 
Rounds 1-10 - 13

No. Of Goals Scored In The Second Half Season 
Rounds 11-17 - 10

No. Of Goals Conceded In The First Half Of 
Season Rounds 1-10 - 18

No. Of Goals Conceded In The Second Half 
Season Rounds 11-17 - 15

No. Of Goals Scored At Home - 9

No. Of Goals Scored Away  - 14

No. Of Goals Scored in The First Half Of Matches  
1’-45’ - 9

No. Of Goals Scored In The Second Half Season  
46’-90  - 14

No. Of Goals Conceded in The First Half Of 
Matches1’-45’ - 16

No. Of Goals Conceded In The Second Half 
Season  46’-90’ - 17

No. Of Goals Scored in A Fifteen Minute Time 
Frame  1’-15’ – 4,  16’-30’- 6,  31-45’- 5, 46’-60’- 
6,  61’-75’-6, 76’- 90+’ - 2

No. Of Goals Conceded in A Fifteen Minute Time 
Frame  1’-15’ – 5, 16’-30’- 1,  31-45’- 2 , 46’-60’- 
5,  61’-75’- 5, 76’- 90+’ - 7

Average Number Of Goals Scored Per Game   - 
1.35

Average Number Of Goals Conceded Per Game   
- 1.97

Worst Score At Half Time - 0-2

Best Score At Half Time - 2-0

Fastest Goal Scored - 5th minute by Leroy Jennings 
Round 16 v Northbridge Bulls

Longest Winning Streak – 2 matches,  Rounds 
3-4, 10-11

Longest Streak Without Loss – 4 matches Rounds 
10-13 

Longest Winless Streak – 5, loss, draw, draw loss 
loss rounds 5-9. 

Home And Away Double Wins – nil

Home And Away Double Defeats  - nil

No. of Scoreless Games - 6

No. Of Players used – 26

Most Games Played –  17 – Lachlan Scott

Top Scorer – Leroy Jennings and Lachlan Scott  

Number Of Scorers During Season- 10

Individual Scorers and No. Of Goals Scored – 
Lachlan Scott (6), Leroy Jennings (6), Marcus Beattie 
(2), Darcy Madden (2), Stefan Dimoski (2), Taylor 
McDonald (1) Hamish Lamberton (1) Daniel Loe (1), 
Nav Darjani (1) Liam Wille (1).  

Multiple Scorers In A Single Match – Leroy 
Jennings (Hat trick, brace ) 

Total No. Of Clean Sheets -3 

Total Number Of Yellow Cards - 35

Total Number Of Red Cards- 1 

Most Yellow Cards - 5 – Ethan Kambisios 

Most Red Cards  - 1 – Marcus Beattie

REFLECTIONS
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Coach - Luke Wilkshire
Coach’s Win/Loss Record - 6 wins, 7 losses  
Coach’s Win/loss ratio - 0.46.

Players Used and No. Of Starting and Substitute 
Appearances – Lachlan Scott (15+2), Leroy 
Jennings (14+2) Hayden Durose (15), Taylor 
McDonald (15), Marcus Beattie (15), Nikola 
Djordjevic (11) ) Brendan Griffin (10+1) Darcy 
Madden (9+1), Ethan Kambisios (8+3), Evan Ball 
(8), Stefan Dimoski (3+11) Fletcher McFarlane (8+1), 
Liam Wille (7+5), Bilal Belkadi (7) Harrison Taranto 
(2+5), Hamish Lamberton (4+2) Van Elia (5+1) Jake 
Lavalle (2+5) Brendan Low (8+1) Daniel Loe (8) , 
Nav Darjani (2+5)  Jarvis Patterson (1+4) Adrian 
Mumford (2) Lewis Grimshaw (0+1) Dax Kelly (4)  
Nicholas Duarte (1+2),  Jacob Garner (2) 

Captains – Lachlan Scott (15 matches), Darcy 
Madden (1 match), Taylor McDonald (1 match).

In The League -

1. Seven teams scored more goals than the Wolves 
but the club attained more than four other teams.

2. Sharing with two other teams, the Wolves had six 
scoreless matches which was the highest number.

3. Two teams had more scorers than the Wolves and 
eight teams had less.

4. The quickest goal conceded was in the seventh 
minute.

5. Most goals were conceded in the second half of 
matches by a slim margin of one. 

TEAM OF THE WEEK

Leroy Jennings (3), Hayden Durose (3), Taylor 
McDonald (2) Lachlan Scott (1), Darcy Madden (1), 
Brendan Griffin (1) Nav Darjani 91)

No Club Awards Attributed

By Malcolm Rowney 
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TODAY’S PROUD  
MATCH DAY SPONSOR
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TEAM OF THE WEEK
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U20 LADDER

U20 TEAM LISTS

POS TEAM P W D L FF F A GD PTS

1 Wollongong Wolves FC 2 2 0 0 0 5 1 4 6

2 Sydney FC 2 2 0 0 0 5 3 2 6

3 Marconi Stallions FC 2 1 0 1 0 4 3 1 3

4 Sutherland Sharks FC 2 1 0 1 0 4 3 1 3

5 Sydney Olympic FC 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 3

6 APIA Leichhardt FC 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3

7 Blacktown City FC 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1

8 Rockdale Ilinden FC 2 0 1 1 0 3 4 -1 1

9 Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 Manly United FC 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1 0

11 Northbridge Bulls FC 2 0 0 2 0 3 5 -2 0

12 Sydney United 58 FC 2 0 0 2 0 0 6 -6 0

1 Tommy Butkovic
2 Ben Giason
3 Ryan Mrvcic
4 Dax Kelly
5 Senna Stevenson
6 Nicholas Kalule
7 Thomas Dunn
8 Luke Dearsley
9 Denim Nou
10 Nico Duarte
11 Josh Fields
12 Michael Manyoun

Coach: Aaron Kellaway
Assistant Coach: Juan Chazaretta 
Manager: Warren McWhirter        
GK Coach: John Krajnovic

15 Luka  Smyth 
20 Max Vartuli
26 Aleksandar Duricic
27 Dejan Bakrdanikoski
29 Alen Harbas
31 Nathan  Paull
32 Andrew Vlahadamis
33 Bailey Jacobs
34 Paolo Pusateri
35 Freddy Gagliano
36 Luke Nieuwenhof
37 Hayden Matthews
38 Brae Ovens
40 Steven Kriezis
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PHOTO GALLERY
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NEXT ROUND FIXTURES

MT DRUITT TOWN RANGERS FC  V 
SUTHERLAND SHARKS FC  

FRI, 25TH MAR 2022 / 7:00 PM 
POPONDETTA PARK 

APIA LEICHHARDT FC  V  
BLACKTOWN CITY FC

SAT, 26TH MAR 2022 / 3:00 PM 
LAMBERT PARK 

WOLLONGONG WOLVES FC  V  
SYDNEY OLYMPIC FC

SAT, 26TH MAR 2022 / 5:00 PM 
ALBERT BUTLER MEMORIAL PARK 

MARCONI STALLIONS FC  V  
ROCKDALE ILINDEN FC 

SAT, 26TH MAR 2022 / 7:00 PM 
MARCONI STADIUM 

NORTHBRIDGE BULLS FC  V SYDNEY 
UNITED 58 FC

SUN, 27TH MAR 2022 / 3:00 PM 
SYDNEY UNITED SPORTS CENTRE 

SYDNEY FC  V  
MANLY UNITED FC

SUN, 27TH MAR 2022 / 6:30 PM 
ROCKDALE ILINDEN SPORTS CENTRE

GOLDEN BOOT TALLY

NATHANAEL BLAIR

Name (Team) Goals

Jason Romero (APIA) 2

Sean Symons (APIA) 2

Jordan Smylie (Blacktown City) 2

Charles Lokolingoy (Marconi) 2

Jack Stewart (Mt Druitt Town Rangers) 2

Lachlan Scott (Wollongong Wolves) 2

Jaiden Kucharski (Sydney FC) 2

James Andrew (Sutherland Sharks) 2

Jason Madonis (Sutherland Sharks) 2

Zachary Sapsford (Sydney FC) 2
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING JUNIOR FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT

Mortgage Smart
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FIXTURES
2022 HOME GAMES

|NPLNSW.COM.AU NPLNSW NPLNSW_OFFICIAL NPLNSW

Website: wollongongwolves.com.au

Facebook: wollongongwolves

Twitter: wollgongwolves

Instagram: WollongongWolves

CLUB CONTACTS

| |

Fri, 18th Mar    7:30 PM   Sydney FC  R3
Fri, 25th Mar   7:30 PM   Sydney Olympic FC  R4
Fri, 22nd Apr    7:30 PM   Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC    R8
Fri, 6th May  7:30 PM   Blacktown City FC   R10

Sun, 22nd May  3:00 PM   Sydney United 58  R10
Albert Butler Memorial Park

Fri, 27th May  7:30 PM   Northbridge Bulls FC  R13
Fri, 17th Jun  7:30 PM   APIA Leichhardt FC  R16
Sat, 25th Jun   6:00 PM   Manly United FC  R17
Fri, 1st Jul  7:30 PM   Rockdale Ilinden FC  R18
Fri, 15th Jul  7:30 PM   Marconi Stallions FC  R20
Sun, 31st Jul  3:00 PM   Sutherland Sharks FC  R22

HOME GROUND - WIN Stadium
46 Harbour St, Wollongong NSW 2500


